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What is Kiddom?

“Kiddom has the potential to be a tool that further enhances the work 
of teachers. They can use it to more effectively create, plan, and 

interact with students, both in and out of the classroom.”

Jordan Silvestri
School Director, Sinai Schools

A collaborative platform where educators can plan, 
assess, and analyze learning all in one place

It’s easy to use and flexible for all educators.



Sign Up - Teacher

1.  Visit: https://kiddom.co 

2. Click on Sign Up and choose Teacher.

3. Enter your name, email, and password

or

Use your Google Account to sign up.

When making your account, you will be 
guided to make your first class. 

Select a name, grade(s), and subject(s). 

Tip: Reports will generate for each class. 
Choose to make a class for one subject or 
choose several.

You can always change it in Class Settings.

Create your first class!

Create Your First Class

Getting Set Up
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Adding Students
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This is ideal for blended learning and 
to promote student agency.

By using student accounts, you indi-
cate that you have parent permission 
for all students under 13 to set up 
and use Kiddom accounts. Feel free 
to use our Parent Letter. 

This is ideal when students do not 
need accounts. 

Want to add the student accounts 
later? No problem, you can always 
create your class roster and merge 
the accounts later.

Students do not access 
materials.

Students can access linked 
resources, assignments and 
view reports.

Gradebook Student Accounts

There are two methods:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Resource+Room/Kiddom+-+Parent+Instructions.pdf


Gradebook

If you are just starting with Kiddom and do not need student accounts yet, you can easily add 
your student roster.

1. Click on the navigation menu for Class Settings.
2. Find the category, “Students.”
3. Click “Add Students.” 
4. Choose “Set up a Class Roster.”

From Another Class

If you already have entered your students’ names or have access to a class, you can add an 
existing roster to a new class. 

Add Manually

Add students to class roster by copy and pasting your students’ names. 
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Student Sign 
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Students Go To: app.kiddom.co

Important Note for Student Accounts:
To ensure student privacy, Kiddom does not share passwords. 
It is important for students to remember their user name and password. User names 
are unique on Kiddom, so some user names may be taken. If students forget their 
passwords, they can request to reset them with their teacher or via email.

Go to Class Settings to 
“Invite Students” to your class. 

The code is also listed 
in your class drop down menu. 

Class Code?

Students Will Need to Enter:

Username or Email

Class Code

Name (will appear on roster)

Password

Existing Google Account

or

https://app.kiddom.co


Steps for Student Sign Up Success: See the next page to understand sign up options.

Student Support Videos: Share our videos to help facilitate the process: 

Student Sign Up: 

Having Trouble?
Help Desk: Search among our many articles and tutorial videos that help illustrate the 
process. Go to our Help Desk.

Support Chat: Click on the icon in the lower right corner of the website to connect with a 
support member.

Email for Support: Email us at support@kiddom.co and we will get back to you promptly!

How to Submit Work:
http://go.kiddom.co/studentsubmit

http://go.kiddom.co/studentsignup

Where is Everything? An Overview of the Student Platform:
http://go.kiddom.co/studentoverview

Resources for Student Accounts
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http://support.kiddom.co/
mailto:support%40kiddom.co?subject=
http://go.kiddom.co/studentsubmit
http://go.kiddom.co/studentsignup
http://go.kiddom.co/studentoverview


Steps for Student Sign Up Success
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Plan logistics for tech and time
Find your class code 

Students log into computers and go to:

app.kiddom.co

Teach the Process: Drag and drop an assignment into the Timeline, 
assign it to all students to check on their ability to use the platform.

Merge Students: If you had the student names as a roster, you will need to 
merge the two profiles. See the resource in our Help Desk for more support.

By Proxy: 
A teacher, para, or guardian 
can create the account for 
the students. 

Via Email: 
Send an email to all of your 
students with the link and 
class code.

In Class: 
Write the directions, link 
and class code on the 
board.

http://app.kiddom.co
http://support.kiddom.co/the-kiddom-platform/account-and-class-settings/how-do-i-merge-students


What is Timeline and Planner?
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Plan, assign, and assess students all on one platform. Drag and drop your assignments from 
Planner or Timeline to ease your planning workflow!

Timeline
The Timeline is where you 
choose what, when and to 
whom something is 
assigned.

Planner
Plan your assignments in 
advance. Drag and drop the 
assignments into the Time-
line when you’re ready to 
assign.

PLANNERTIMELINE



Timeline
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A B

A. Timeline View - View assignments for “Everyone” or choose an individual 
student’s timeline for personalized planning.
 
B. Late Button - Filter for late assignments that have not been graded yet.

C. Older Assignments - View all assignments assigned in the past; click on it again 
to bring it back to present.

D. Distributed Assignment - Click on the assignment to grade the students or edit 
necessary details when distributing the assignment.

E.  Add Assignment - Add an assignment directly in your Timeline and search our 
Kiddom Library for engaging and appropriate resources.

The Timeline allows teachers to view, add, and grade assignments easily!

Drag and drop assignments from your planner or add them directly into your 
timeline. You can always drag them from your Timeline to your Planner for future use. 

Curious about what student will see? Student Timeline and Reports are very similar to 
the teacher view where they will see the assignments organized by time and sequence 
that you have assigned. 

A B

C

D

E



Planner
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A. Master Curriculum - Your first curricu-
lum created in Planner is your master and 
will be named after your class. 

Collaborate: You can share the master 
curriculum with others in your school 
community by adding them as collabora-
tors with edit privileges.
 

B. Curriculum Drop Down - This is where 
you can access any curricula that you 
have made or that is shared with you.

C. Single Assignment - Add an assign-
ment with an attachment, description, 
standards, and grading details.

D.  Playlist - Organize and group assign-
ments in playlists; you can choose to drop 
one or all assignments into your Timeline.

E. Create Assignment or Playlist 

F. Add New Unit to Current Curriculum - 
Ready to add to your Planner? Add a new 
unit to build and collect resources from 
your year.

Save yourself some time! Create curriculum in your Planner, then use it in any of your 
classes. When you’re ready to assign, drag the assignments or playlists into your 
Timeline.

A B

C

D

E

F



Create an Assignment
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A. Description - Put directions or 
links directly in the description to 
share with students.

B. Attachments - Add one or multiple 
attachments:
1.  Computer: various file types and 

sizes are supported.

2.  Google Drive: it will automatically 
treat your document as a template 
and generate individual copies for 
students to modify.

3. Content Library: attach exercises, 
interactives, videos, and lessons.

C. Assign to Students- Add all, one, 
or several students. You can also filter 
out by overall grade, too.

D.  Due Date - Choose a flex time or 
a hard deadline with the calendar.

E. Attach Standards -  Add standards 
in your Class Settings to filter them 
when attaching to an assignment.

You can create a new assignment from your Timeline or Planner, just click on the 
blue plus sign. 

A

B

C

D

E

Timeline Assignment:



Add a Playlist

What is a Playlist?

Playlist is a group of assignments or resources that you can drag and drop from your 
Planner into your Timeline. 

Optimize your work by organizing assignments that can act as modules for self-
paced learning. Drag and drop one assignment or the whole Playlist. 

Add a Playlist to Planner
1. Open your Planner.
2. Click on the plus sign and choose 
“New Playlist.”

Add Assignments to a Playlist

1. Open the Playlist.
2. Hover below the Playlist assignments 

until a blue line and plus sign appears
3. Click on the blue plus sign to add a 

new assignment.
4. You can also expand the list to drag 

and drop an assignment in.
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Grading

Attach standards and start grading in order to generate your actionable reports.

How to Grade: Points
1. Select the assignment in your Timeline.
2. Choose the student you wish to assess from the grading roster.
3. Click on the bottom left corner to enter the grade.
4. Hit enter/return and it will automatically go to the next student.

Input the grade and hit return

Click to choose student
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Rubrics

1. Attach a rubric to the assignment when creating or editing the assignment.
2. Select the assignment from Timeline.
3. Choose the student you wish to assess from the grading roster.
4. Click the appropriate description to assess the student. 
5. Hit enter and it will automatically go to the next student.

Quick Key Tip: Hit the corresponding numbers for the rubric on the keyboard and hit enter 
to return the total.

Click on the student

Click on the description
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Class Settings
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Info

In Class Settings, you can modify options for Class Info, Standards, Students, Grading, 
and Sharing. 

Pro Tip: You can jump to any of the sections from the top navigation or switch to an-
other class on the left side. 

Modify the name of your class, subject, grade, and standards for your class. You can 
choose one or several subjects, grades, and standards. 

Class Standards
Add from a variety in our database, including CASEL standards to track social 
emotional competencies in your class.

Don’t see your standards? Request for them to be included in Kiddom’s database 
or create them as custom standards: support@kiddom.co.

Custom Standard
Custom standards are ideal for Individual Education Plans (IEPs) or competencies 
that you wish to track. 

mailto:support%40kiddom.co?subject=


Class Settings Cont.
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Students

Grading

Easily add, invite, and manage students to your class.

Reporting Method
We support a variety of methods to report student grades; when changed, it will automati-
cally reflect in the report.



Class Settings Cont.
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Depending on your subject and grade level, there may be premade rubrics available that 
you can activate in Class Settings. You can also create custom rubrics in Settings or 
when making an assignment, which will be available only for that class. 

Weighting Method

Choose to make your assignments unweighted, apply 
max law, or choose weighting percentage by assignment 
type.

Assignment Types

Activate a variety of assignment types like paper, project, 
and participation. 

Click on the gray type to activate them and confirm. 

Note: Once they are used, you cannot remove them.

Rubrics



Class Settings Cont.
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Sharing

View: the collaborator will be able to view your master curriculum, student grades and 
reports. They will not be able to send comments to students or access your curriculum.

Edit: the collaborator will be able to view and edit your master curriculum, student 
grades, add or delete students. They will not have owner access to your Class Info.

Add a collaborator from your school to share “view” or “edit” privileges. 

You can always change these privileges in Class Settings.



Reports
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With Kiddom’s beautiful, actionable reports, it’s easy to analyze individual student 
performance and offer targeted support. After you have graded assignments, you will 
start to see reports automatically generate in your “Reports” view at the top.

Class Average

This is the overall performance for the 
class with the standards introduced. It’s 
a snapshot of how the class is doing 
overall.

Download Reports

Download Class Reports for standards 
and assignments as PDF files or CSV 
files to import data.

Class Performance Groups

The pie chart tells you how the students 
are performing for grouping. This can be 
useful for planning pairings, extension 
activities and interventions.
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Reports Cont.

Overall Class Performance for Standard

This is where you can dive deeper into each standard to see specific progress and data.

The blue standard pill shows the abbreviated form; hover over the pill to see the details. 
To the right, the line color corresponds to the overall class performance. 

The line corresponds to the trend:
- Dashed Line: The standard has been 
introduced, but needs more data to show 
a strong trend.
- Solid Line: The standard has enough 
data to show a trend

Color corresponds to performance and 
will reflect on each page.

Reports Key

Standard Mastery Page

Click on the standard line to see details 
for overall class mastery, distribution of 
performance, search for standard-aligned 
resources, and details on each student for 
the chosen standard.
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Reports Cont.

Student Overall 
Performance on Standard

When you click on the standard for 
more details, you will have the stan-
dard name, description, and be able 
to search standard-aligned content. 

Go further down to see how the 
students are performing for that 
standard. 

Student Performance 
on Assignments

• Click on the student to see all 
assignments graded.

• Click on the assignment to go 
back to the original, access any 
attachments and view comments.  



Make Assignments from Reports
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Find Standard-Aligned Resources

Use the data to inform your instruction and give an assignment directly from Reports. Click 
on “Find more assignments for this standard” to search for relevant content resources or 
create a new assignment.

After clicking on the link, you can find and assign additional teaching resources (video, 
quizzes, activities, and more) for remediation and/or exploration. Click on the plus sign to 
create an assignment in your class timeline. 



K-12 Library of Resources

Content Search Page
Browse resources from our content search site and assign to your class. 

Attach to a New Assignment
Browse resources when making a new assignment: 

Or right from your Timeline:
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Continue to search among our excellent content providers. 
Check often; we keep adding more!

Save yourself some time by including resources from the Kiddom Library. You can attach 
resources to any of your assignments by clicking on the K when making an assignment.

https://www.kiddom.co/content/


Support

Help Desk:
Search among our helpful articles for tips, information about Kiddom and our content providers. 
If the answer isn’t there, reach out to us support@kiddom.co!
https://support.kiddom.co/

Support Chat:
Reach out to our support team from our website or email them. We 
offer live support during teacher planning hours, so we should get back 
to you shortly. 

Tutorials:
Use tutorials to guide yourself through the basic steps to set up your class. You can also 
access professional development videos.
https://www.kiddom.co/resources/tutorials
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We pride ourselves on providing world-class support and quality resources to help you achieve 
success. Here are a few ways to help you to troubleshoot issues and learn more about the 
tools and resources on Kiddom:

https://support.kiddom.co/
mailto:support%40kiddom.co?subject=
mailto:https://support.kiddom.co?subject=
mailto:support%40kiddom.co?subject=
https://www.kiddom.co/resources/tutorials
https://www.kiddom.co/resources/tutorials


Looking for some ways to implement blended learning or standards-based grading with Kiddom? 

Download our free educator guides for Blended Learning, Standards-Based Grading, Content 
Area Literacy, and Social Emotional Learning from our Resource Room:
https://www.kiddom.co/resources

Instructional Resources

Blended Learning 101 and 102

BL 101 - intro to BL and how to set up your 
class for Blended Learning

BL 102 goes further into the different models 
of BL and how to use them with Kiddom’s 
tools and resources

Standards Based Grading 101, 102, 
SBG for the Arts

SBG 101 - basics of SBG and how to use Kid-
dom’s tools when setting up your classes.      

SBG 102 and SBG for the Arts apply this 
method of grading to ELA, Social Studies, 
and the Arts.

Social Emotional Learning 101
Download

Content Area Literacy 101
Download
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https://www.kiddom.co/resources
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Blended-Learning-101.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Blended-Learning-102.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Standards-Based-Grading-101-Kiddom.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Standards-Based-Grading-102-Kiddom.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/SBG-for-Arts-Educators-Kiddom.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Social-Emotional-Learning-101-Kiddom.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/kiddom-marketing-assets/Content-Area-Literacy-101-Kiddom.pdf
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